Standard Finish Palette

Laminate: Tungsten Fiber
Panel & Table Laminate: Natural Cherry
Panel Interior Fabric: Tinsel, Muse
Panel Exterior Fabric: Rhythm, Allegro
Paint: Slate
Upholstery Fabric: Playground, Amber
Typical A (U Shaped)

Typical A1 (with 46” adjustable table)

Typical A1.1 (with 46” split-level adjustable table)

Typical A2 (with 70” adjustable table)

*All stations can be mirrored.

*Choose accessories from page 9.

*Choose pedestal and tower configuration from page 13.
Typical B (U Shaped)

*Choose pedestal and tower configuration from page 13.

Typical B1 (with 46" adjustable table)

Typical B1.1 (with 46" split-level adjustable table)

*Choose accessories from page 9.

Typical B2 (with 70" adjustable table)

*Choose accessories from page 9.

*All stations can be mirrored.
Typical C (L Shaped)

Typical C1 (with 46" adjustable table)

Typical C1.1 (with 46" split-level adjustable table)

Typical C2 (with 70" adjustable table)

*Choose accessories from page 9.

*Choose pedestal and tower configuration from page 13.

*All stations can be mirrored.
Typical D (U Shaped)

Typical D1 (with 46” adjustable table)

Typical D1.1 (with 46” split-level adjustable table)

Typical D2 (with 70” adjustable table)

*All stations can

*Choose pedestal configuration from page 13.

*Choose accessories from page 9.
Typical E (U Shaped)

Typical E1 (with 46” adjustable table)

Typical E1.1 (with 46” split-level adjustable table)

Typical E2 (with 70” adjustable table)

*Choose pedestals and towers configuration from page 13.

*All stations can be mirrored.

*Choose accessories from page 9.
Typical Hotel Station F (U Shaped)

Typical Hotel Station F1 (with 46” adjustable table)

Typical Hotel Station F1.1 (with 46” split-level adjustable table)

*All stations can be mirrored.
Three accessories from this page per station are included in the standard. The same item can be chosen twice. Additional items can be purchased at $15.30 per item.
Lift & Lock Keyboard Tray

Stella Keyboard Tray (Fits Adjustable Tables)

Center Drawer

Monitor Arm
Holds between 7 & 17 lbs.

CPU Sling
Recommended for use with adjustable tables
Paperflow Manager $37.35

Chart Holder $76.05

Telephone Caddy $37.80

Large Shelf $60.30
12" wide x 10" deep

Personal Shelf $17.50
Typical Café Table with Stools

Typical Work Table with Chairs
Pedestal 1
(2) Box Drawers
(1) File Drawer

Pedestal 2
(2) File Drawers

Storage Tower 1
Wardrobe
(1) Box Drawer
(2) File Drawers
(2) Adjustable Shelves

Storage Tower 2
Wardrobe
(4) File Drawers
(1) Flipper Door

Storage Tower 3
Wardrobe
(2) Box Drawer
(3) File Drawers
(1) Flipper Door

Storage Tower 4
Wardrobe
(2) File Drawers
(1) Shelf
(2) Laminate Top
30" wide Lateral File

36" wide Lateral File

30" wide Storage Cabinet

36" wide Storage Cabinet
Senior Management Finish Palette

The following pages contain the office furniture configurations available to Senior Management as specified in the Universal Space Standards. Pursuant to USS Standards Manual Page 10, Space Allocation Worksheet, Senior Management is defined as Dept. Head (Exec Branch Commissioner, AG), Deputy/Assistant Commissioner, Deputy Attorney General, & Division Director. Please see the Space Allotment Worksheet located on the Division of General Services homepage for additional information.

Wood: Medium Cherry

Guest Seating Upholstery: Epiphany, Saltwater

Tackboard Fabric: Circuit, Flint

Task Seating Upholstery: Leland, Bark
Senior Management Office H (U Shaped)

Desk has 30/36” deep bow front standard with 12” overhang.

Senior Management Office H1 (with 46” adjustable table)

Desk has 30/36” deep bow front standard with 6” overhang and pedestal (required for stability of desk).

*All desks can be mirrored.
Senior Management Office I (L Shaped)

Desk has 30/36” deep bow front standard with 12” overhang.

Senior Management Office I1 (with 60” adjustable table)

Desk has bullet end with 12” overhang.

*All desks can be mirrored.

Choose other storage items from page 18, 19 & 20.
Storage Tower 1
Wardrobe
(2) File Drawers
(2) Adjustable Shelves
With door

File/File Pedestal

Storage Tower 2
Wardrobe
(1) Box Drawer
(2) File Drawers
(2) Adjustable Shelves

Storage Tower 3
Wardrobe
(4) Adjustable Shelves
With door

Box/Box/File Pedestal

Storage Tower 3
Wardrobe
(4) Adjustable Shelves
With door

Box/Box/File Pedestal

File/File Pedestal

Storage Tower 1
Wardrobe
(2) File Drawers
(2) Adjustable Shelves
With door

Storage Tower 2
Wardrobe
(1) Box Drawer
(2) File Drawers
(2) Adjustable Shelves
30" wide Bookcase  
36" wide Bookcase  
36"x60" Conference Table
Administrative Staff Furniture

Pursuant to USS Standards Manual Page 10, Space Allocation Worksheet, Administrative staff is defined as Chief Assistant AG, Attorney/ALJ/Hearing Officer, Medical Physician/Psychiatrist, or Human Resources (1 per department). Please see the Space Allotment Worksheet located on the Division of General Services homepage for additional information.

Administrative Staff Typical J (U Shaped)

Desk has 36" deep straight standard with 6" overhang.

Administrative Staff Typical J1 (with 46" adjustable table)

Desk has 36" deep straight standard with 6" overhang and pedestal (required for stability of desk).

*All stations can be mirrored.
Administrative Staff Furniture

Pursuant to USS Standards Manual Page 10, Space Allocation Worksheet, Administrative staff is defined as Chief Assistant AG, Attorney/ALJ/Hearing Officer, Medical Physician/Psychiatrist, or Human Resources (1 per department). Please see the Space Allotment Worksheet located on the Division of General Services homepage for additional information.

Administrative Staff Typical K (L Shaped)

Desk has 36” deep straight standard with 6” overhang.

Administrative Staff Typical K1 (with 46” adjustable table)

Desk has 36” deep straight standard with 6” overhang and pedestal (required for stability of desk).

*All stations can be mirrored.
Typical L: Freestanding Desk (U Shaped)

**This typical is not a standard but is offered for Agencies needing only 1 or 2 desks.**

Typical L shown with possible storage additions

*All stations can be mirrored.
Typical M: Freestanding Desk (L Shaped)

**This typical is not a standard but is offered for Agencies needing only 1 or 2 desks.**

Typical M shown with possible storage additions

*All stations can be mirrored.*
Overhead (24")
With wall track

Shelf (24")
With wall track

Tack Board (24") shown
Tack Board(48") not shown

Slatwall (24") shown
Slatwall (48") not shown

*Up to (3) overheads or shelves per station. Units can not be mounted over adjustable tables.
*Up to 72” of Tack Board or Slatwall per station.

Adjustable Table (46") shown
Adjustable Table (70") not shown

Corner Adjustable Table (60”x60”)

*Adjustable Tables can be placed in the layout instead of a standard surface.

**These tables and customizations are not standard but are offered for Agencies needing only 1 or 2 desks.